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Abstract. A finite graph product is the fundamental group of a finite graph of

groups. Finite graph products with finite cyclic edge groups are shown to inherit

a solvable conjugacy problem from their vertex groups under certain conditions,

of which the most important is that all the edge group generators in each vertex

group are powers of a common central element.

1. Introduction

A solvable conjugacy problem (S.C.P.) is generally not inherited by graph

products of groups with S.C.P., even in the simplest cases of HNN extensions

and free products with amalgamation [2]. If all the edge groups are cyclic the

problem is more tractable. In [1] the author conjectured that, under appropriate

recursive conditions, if the graph is finite and all the edge group generators in

each vertex group are powers of a common central element then the graph

product has S.C.P. (This is not true in general if the graph is infinite [1, 3.7].)

This paper shows that a finite graph product with finite cyclic edge groups,

which satisfies these conditions, has S.C.P.. The argument does not use the

recursive set formulation of the conjugacy problem given in [1, 3.3], but instead

relies on induction on the number of edges not in a maximal tree of the graph.

Notably, however, the proof is still carried out in the fundamental groupoid of

the graph of groups, rather than the graph product, since use of both group and

graph-theoretic techniques streamlines the inductive step. The reader is referred

to [3] for the theory of computability and [4] for the theory of graph products.

2. Machinery

Notation is based on [1]. Let (2? ,D) be a fixed finite graph of groups with

the following description. The nonempty finite connected directed graph D =

(E, V) has known (and disjoint) edge set E and vertex set  V, and source
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and terminus maps 5 ,t: E —► V ; respectively. For each v in V, the vertex

group Gv has a recursive presentation. For each e in E, the edge group

Ge is presented as a cyclic group on a single generator ke. The two group

monomorphisms Ge >-»■ G(e (given by zcf —► zc ) and Ge >-► GJe (given by

ke —► kXe) are partially recursive for each e in E. For each v in V, Hv C Gv

is the (recursive) set

Hv = {kpe:te = v}\j{kXe:se = v}.

Let y be the fundamental groupoid of iß? ,D) and G* its graph product

(fundamental group). The required result for 5F is built up from that for an

intermediate sequence of fundamental groupoids ^ whose definition follows.

Definition 2.1. Let T be a maximal tree in D with known edge set. The edges

of D not in T will be labelled

ex,e2, ... ,em,       m>0.

Define Di = (E¡, V), 0 < i < m , recursively, by:

Dq = T,

E¡ = E,_xU{ei},        l<i<m,

so that Dm = D. Let (2?t,D\ be the graph of groups obtained by restricting

(2?, D) to D¡, and let ^ be the fundamental groupoid of (2?t, D¡), 0 < i < m ,

so that ^o is the fundamental groupoid of the tree of groups (2?0,T); on

identifying stable letters with edges, «^ has the presentation &¡ = (gen^_,, ei :

rel5T_x , tfin&p. = fc¿(), 1 < i < m ; and &m = F.   D

By [1,2.1], D¡ is a recursive graph, and ^ is a recursively presented

groupoid, and there is an algorithm to decide whether or not an arbitrary ele-

ment of ^ is a loop (and thus to distinguish elements of G* in ,9r).

The following conditions are imposed on (2?, D).

Conditions 2.2.

(i)  Ge is finite, V<? G E ,

(ii) Gv has S.C.P., VvgV,

(iii) there exists (known) cv : Hv C (cv) ç Ç(Gv), the centre of Gv, Vv g V ,

and

(iv)  (cv) has solvable extended word problem in Gv , Vu € V .   a

These conditions imply that the order of cv and the power k is of cte and

kXe is of cse can all be calculated. For e = e¡, 1 < i < m, define p; and qi

by

kle=C     and     kpe = C*è-
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3. The conjugacy problem

It is proved in [1, 3.1] that the conjugacy problem is solvable for the set of

pairs of elements of y (and hence of G* ) for which at least one element of the

pair has nonzero reduced length, so that the question remaining is whether or

not there is an algorithm to decide if any two elements of 9" with zero reduced

length are conjugate.

Theorem 3.1. Under conditions (2.2), y, and hence G*, has S.C.P..

Proof, (by induction), (a) 9^ has S.C.P. since DQ is a tree, by [1, 3.5]. Assume

that y_, has S.C.P. for elements of zero reduced length, for some i > 1.

(b) Proof that y. has S.C.P. for elements of zero reduced length. By

[1, p. 347] it is sufficient to consider words g g (cv) and h G (cw) in &¡,

with o(g) = o(h). Since V is finite and, for each w G V, the order of every

power of cw is known, the candidate set

C = {cPw:wGV,l<p<o(cw), 0(0 = o(g)}

of potential conjugates of g in y. (indeed, in y ) is known and finite.

By the inductive hypothesis, the set A of all ordered pairs of elements in C

conjugate in y_ ( is known, and is an equivalence relation on C.

Consider edge e¡ in y^ Write sei = s, tej = t, Cs = C n (cs) and Ct =

C n (ct).  Then cas G Cs and cf G Ct satisfy cf = e~lc°e¡ if and only if

[1, p. 347] there exists an integer r such that

a = p¡r       mod o(cf),        ß = q¡r       mod o(cf).

Hence the set B of all ordered pairs of elements in C conjugate by either ei

or e~   (or, if s = t, by a power of loop ei ) is finite and can be found.

Clearly (cf. (**) of [1, p. 347]), g is conjugate to h in y. if and only if

there is a finite sequence

g —    1 '   2 * ' * ' '   p =

such that the pairs (c_, ,c) are in A and B alternately as j runs from 2 to

p (starting in either A or B ).

An algorithm to find all conjugates of g in y. would thus generate all such

sequences of length p starting with g and containing no repetitions, for each

p > 1. The algorithm can be terminated at p — \C\ since at most \C\ distinct

conjugates of g exist.

(c) By induction y has S.C.P. for elements of zero reduced length. Conse-

quently y and G* have S.C.P..   D

This answers in the affirmative the conjecture of [1] in the case that the edge

groups of (2? ,D) are all finite (possibly trivial) cyclic groups. In fact, more

has been proved. If Condition 2.2(i) is removed, the subsequent comments still

apply, on restricting the proof of (3.1) to elements of finite order, since if Ge

is infinite cyclic, then Cs = Ct = B = 0, and element g has the same set of

conjugates in y. as in ^T_, .
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Corollary 3.2. Under conditions 2.2(a) - (iv), y, and hence G*, has S.C.P.

for elements of finite order.   D

The order criterion effectively separates the conjecture into two parts: the

one answered here and the case where all the cyclic edge groups are infinite.

This latter case remains unresolved (even for an HNN extension with two or

more stable letters [1, 3.6]) and is restated here.

Conjecture. Under conditions (2.2) with 2.2(i) replaced by 2.2(i)*   Ge is infi-

nite, Ve G E, then y, and hence G*, has S.C.P.
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